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Deans weigh in on CBF delay
Will Taylor and Katie Koschalk
M USTANG DAILY

The chancellors announcement
that College Based Fees (CBF)
would be put on hold has caused
Cal Poly administrators to rethink
college expenses.
In March, Cal Poly students vot
ed to approve an increase in CBFs in
order to prevent cuts in classes and
classroom equipment.
Erik Fallis, a representative o f the
chancellors office, said the reason
Cal Poly cannot increase the CBFs
are to ensure that all California State
Universities (CSU) remain afford
able.
“This is meant to maintain access
and affordability for students to the
greatest extent possible given this
year’s reduction in state support,” he
said.
Cal Poly administrators think

that it is a mistake to treat every one
o f the CSU campuses in the same
way.
Both Dr. Deborah Valencia-Laver, the associate dean o f the college
o f Liberal Arts and R . Thomas Jones,
dean o f the College o f Architecture
and Environmental Design said Cal
Poly is unique from the other cam
puses because Cal Poly has a higher
graduation rate that many other
CSUs. U pper division students cost
more because there are more classes
required and because upper division
classes usually cost more.
The whole CSU system is being
affected by this economy, but Jones
warns against an attempted fix across
the system.
“A one-size-fits-all fix, w hen we
have 23 unique campuses, seems in
consistent with CSU progress,” he
said.
“ [Chancellor Reed] is concerned

(Chancel
lor Reed) is
concerned with
potentially
creating a twotiered system in
the CSU system.
—Deborah Valencia-Laver
Associate dean College o f Liberal Arts

with potentially creating a twotiered system in the CSU system,”
Valencia-Laver said.
O ther administrators at Cal Poly

also see problems with the system
moving together.
“There is an egalitarian spirit in
the state of California that would
like to see a rising tide raise all
ships,” R obert Koob, provost and
vice president for Academic Affairs
at Cal Poly said. “Cal Poly, for what
ever reason, seems to be rising faster
or sinking slower.”
O ne large impact Cal Poly could
see if the CBFs are not approved is
a severe reduction in the summer
school program.
“We almost certainly will not be
able to have a state-supported sum
mer school,” Koob said.
Although the state may not sup
port it, Cal Poly will still try to pro
vide an open university or continu
ing education, Koob said.
“It will certainly be more costly
if it works,” he said.
There have been cuts already be

cause o f the budget deficit.
The College o f Liberal Arts,
which holds a large portion o f Cal
Poly’s general education courses, has
very few members o f their lecture
staff left, even prior to the CBF de
lays,Valencia-Laver said.
“We’ve lost faculty and staff,’’Va
lencia-Laver said, although she said
she did not know an exact number.
And there are more impacts to
come.
The CBF delay, “will affect the
availability of classes in major cours
es and GEs,’’Valencia-Laver said.
In addition, specialty GE courses
and other College of Liberal Arts
enhancements will be lost as well,
she said. These reductions will most
likely be greater in the w inter and
spring quarters.
“W here (CLA) feels it more
see CBF, page 2

SLO City Council Students pumped about reno
hears community’s vations to Cal Poly Rec Center
concerns Tuesday
Will Taylor
M USTANG DAILY
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MUSTANG DAILY
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LOCKDOWN

The temporary exercise facility
in the Cal Poly Recreation Center is
now open and in constant use with
gym goers. The opening occurred
as scheduled by Associated Students
Inc. (ASI) on Sept. 15. A 75 percent
majority of students voted for the
expansion and remodel o f the Rec
reation Center in Feb. of 2008.
Those students still remaining at
Cal Poly are now seeing their votes
in action through major changes at
the gym.The exercise room that was
once upstairs has been moved to the
main gym area on the first floor. The
ASI service desk and entrance to the
gym are now located across from
the Health Center. The racquetball
courts are closed and the movement
o f the exercise room has resulted in
the loss o f two full basketball courts.
Despite the changes, ASI has
worked hard to streamline the pro
cess so as not to disturb gym users’
workout patterns or exercise classes,
according to Greg Avakian, ASI as
sistant director o f recreational sports,
who manages the facility.
The top priority is keeping gen
eral gym usage open because every
Cal Poly student pays fees towards
this, Avakian said. ASI then accom
modates kinesiology classes and Cal

WILL TAYLOR

m u s t a n g d a il y

Students work out in the new exercise room at the Cal Poly Rec Center
Poly athletic programs. From there exercise classes. The more popular
the activities that students have to classes like yoga and spinning, re
pay for, such as popular exercise ceive more room time, while less
classes and intramurals, are consid popular classes receive a more re
ered. These displaced activities will stricted schedule.
Some people say they have seen
be distributed around campus at
the benefit of the .“It’s good because
other fields, courts and venues.
“The challenge is we’re still a we have our own room now,” Lau
shared facility with athletics and ki ren Meers, a part-time spin instruc
nesiology,” Avakian said. “We have a tor said. “The class is more accessible
commitment for the academic side. to people, especially new students.”
We support that.”
T he commitment results in what
see Rec Center, page 2
Avakian called an “ebb and flow” of
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Meers said she has seen many
of her regulars at her classes as well
as many fresh faces. One class was
completely full of new students, she
said.
Although the displacement of the
main exercise room was only to the
dow nstairs basketball courts, a lot of
thought went into the setup of the
new exercise room, Avakian said.
The old exercise room held a
maximum of 140 people, while the
temporary area can hold an estimat
ed 180 people, Avakian said. He also
said that before the move, students
often complained about overcrowd
ing.
“We think the room configura
tion hopefully will allow' people to
have a better workout, to do more
circuit training,” he said. “The am
biance and feel is hopefully like an
actual gym.”
Some students agreed.
“It’s a lot more spread out so it’s
easier to move around,” Cory Caffarella, a senior business student said.
"It’s a big change from what I’ve
been used to the last three years.”
Even new students have been
impressed by the facility and its new
additions, like flat screen TVs and the
six new cardiovascular machines.
“I wasn’t expecting it to be so
advanced for a temporary facility,”
Katie Beglin, a freshman English
major said.
The Recreation Center is main
taining its normal hours during the
Fall quarter’s renovations.

keenly is that in the past the CL A
CBFs have been less,” she said.
The College of Architecture
and Environmental Design is al
ready working with a million dol
lars less in their budget and an ex
cess of students, Jones said.
“I’m deeply disappointed by
the CBF delay,” Jones said. “From
my framework it doesn’t make
sense.”
As a high-cost college Jones
said the College of Architecture
and Environmental Design is be
ing more negatively affected with
a percentage budget cut. In or
der to not cut classes or students,
professors in the college, who are
already on furlough, are teaching
classes for even less money.
The dean of the College of Sci
ence and Mathematics, Philip Bai
ley said that some aspects of the
department have been sacrificed
due to the budget cuts and will
continue to go downhill without
the CBF increase.
“The College Based Fees
would be one of the only things
keeping our department up with
the latest equipment,” he said. “It
will be very difficult continue at
the same level that we have been if
the fees are not increased.”
The department has seen an
estimated 12-15 percent decrease
in the budget, Bailey said. He esti
mated that the base budget last year
for the department was 26 million
and that the department has saved
3 million due to the budget cuts
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The Col
lege Based
Fees would be
the only thing
keeping our
department up
with the latest
equipment.
—Philip Bailey
Dean of Science and Math

and furloughs.
The main things that are being
affected in the college of math and
sciences are access to classes, pur
chasing and updating equipment,
and supporting student and faculty
research projects.
As of this year, the depart
ment has not spent any money on
equipment and money allocated
toward summer research projects
was also decreased. As of next year,
student research projects might be
completely stopped, Bailey said.
While some aspects of the de
partment will be greatly affected,
the amount of class time for stu
dents is expected to stay thtvsame,
Bailey said.
“Some students won’t be in
classes that have the 10 percent
and some will. Some professors
can move their schedules around
so that class time is not affected,”
Bailey said.
The department will do its best
to maintain the same level of aca
demics, but it will be a struggle,
Bailey said.
“Disappointed is the best way
to put it,” he said. “Students voted
on it and now it is being taken
away. I even talked to students and
told them that the fees would be
increased.”

Council
continued from page 1

and a geographic area designated by
the council where relating fines are
doubled.
1)on and Natalie White own two
rental homes and half of a condo, all
located near Cal Poly. Don recently
retired from the university, where
he was the chair of Industrial and
Manufacturing Engineering as well
as a professor.
One of the White’s rental homes
received its first DAC on Sept. 19.
Don sent the DAC! and a letter to
his tenants, explaining the terms of
their lease and encouraging a sense
of responsible, neighborly behavior,
something many audience members
said students seem to lack.
“In our lease agreement we have
conditions regarding noise and be
ing respectful of the neighbors,” he
said.
Holding students’ parents ac
countable for the condition of the
home and any fines is important, he
said. He has a parent sign the lease,
meaning he or she is responsible for
the tenants living in the house.
“I think getting the parents in
volved with the lease has been very
valuable,” he said.
Linden also spoke about the
safety enhancement zone ordinance,
which was effective in control
ling the revelry during Mardi Gras
weekend in 2004. She proposed
doubling the fines during a period
when it’s in effect, which could be
for holidays like Halloween and
St. Patrick’s Day and for the time
between the weekend before the
Week ofWelcome (WOW) and the
beginning of classes.
Many
audience
members
laughed when Councilwoman Jan
Marx said, “So we could just make
it permanent for the north side of
the city, theoretically speaking.”
The entire city could be des
ignated as a safety enhancement
zone, since not only do students
live all over San Luis Obispo, but as
Vice Mayor Allen Settle repeatedly
pointed out, the laws will not only
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affect students, but all members of
the community, whether the offi
cers arrive at a wedding reception
or massive party.
In addition, there was fairly
strong consensus among the council
for a one-warning system regarding
the noise ordinance, where after one
DAC, a residence is placed on the
police department’s premises list for
one year. Linden said.
As of Sept. 28, 128 locations
were on the premises list, but there
might have been many, many more
if police could get residents to open
the door when they arrive.
The fact that the police cannot
legally enter a residence without
permission - unless they have in
formation that someone is suffering
an imminent risk - was of serious
concern to the council. There have
increasingly been instances where
residents refuse to open the door
and the SNAP or officer cannot is
sue a DAC or citation.
“Legally our hands are tied,”
Linden said.
After Linden concluded with
her report, Chip Visci, Cal Poly as
sociate vice president for strategic
communications, represented Cal
Poly President Baker, who, to the
dismay and frustration of many au
dience members, had other plans.
“Cal Poly completely under
stands the city’s frustrations over
unruly behavior and misconduct by
college-age young people, particu
larly in the neighborhoods adjacent
to our campus,” he said.”Such be
havior is unacceptable, and neigh
bors have every right to expect and
insist upon responsible, considerate
conduct.”
Cal Poly believes that there must
be clear consequences for unlawful
conduct on and off campus, he said.
The university is reviewing the ori
entation programs and rearranging
next year’s schedule so there is less
time between move-in weekend
and classes.
Baker asked him to empha
size three points at the meeting:
“Cal Poly supports aggressive en
forcement and suffer penalties;
in particular we support the idea
of strengthening ordinances that
would encourage landlords to be
more involved in overseeing their
tenants’ behavior. Enforcement plus
educational efforts will be more
effective than one or the other on
its own. Cal Poly and the city are
mutually interdependent. We are
ever appreciative of what the city of
San Luis Obispo means to Cal Poly.
The city’s charms - its cleanliness,
its safety, its welcoming hospitality
- are a vital part of our ability to
attract terrifically talented students,
the smart, capable students who the vast majority of the time - con
tribute much to what is good about
San Luis Obispo.
After the presentations were fin
ished, full- and part-time residents
in the audience testified before the
council. Residents compared San
Luis Obispo to Lord of the Flies and
their neighbors’ backyard to Coney
Island. Some wore stickers with
“noise” crossed out like a cigarette
in a ‘no smoking’ sign.
Naoma Wright said that students'
return to the community after sum
mer break was disruptive.
“We had a lovely summer and
then bam! Week ofWelcome hap
pened and all ‘h’broke loose. It is my
opinion that WOW isjust an excuse
to party-hardy” and sets a bad ex
ample for the rest of the year, she
said.
Many community members
see Council, page 3
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sympathized, nodding their heads
when Week of Welcome was nega
tively associated with the unruly
partying and noise.
Councilman John Ashbaugh said
that the increase in the number of
on-campus residents has relieved the
situation, but computer engineering
junior Scott Tucker disagreed.
"I think the biggest issue they’re
looking at is that there are 6,500
students on campus. And since they
can’t drink there, they’re the unruly
crowds,” he said.
His solution would be for zones
around San Luis Obispo, designated
as student living areas and those for
residents.
“1 understand people’s noise is
sues but there should be zones. Areas
off Madonna are different than fhose
closer to campus,” he said.
Computer science senior Henry
Phan agreed with Tucker about hav
ing different zones, and added that
the implementation of new ordi
nances and harsher penalties won't
help the situation.
“They're trying to legislate their
way out of a problem, but it’s not
going to stop it," he said. “They’re
attacking the symptoms but not the
problem itself.”
Eager to defend the program,
W( )W leaders in the chamber who
testified said their experience as
freshmen and as leaders was positive
and they believe it to be a vital part
of the Cal Poly experience.
Horticulture senior John Macy, a
2007 WOW leader, said that when
he came to Cal Poly the commu
nity was very welcoming, but that
now the atmosphere is different.The
students' relationship with the com
munity has changed.
“Going through the businesses
downtown on SLO Bound was
awesome then, but now its really
frustrating because the students are
feeling burdened and excluded," he
said.
The WOW program is not at
fault for the students' rowdiness, he
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I’m a little dis
heartened at
the lengths the
community has
gone to create a
fissure between
the students and
the community
—Ted Vergis
Cal Poly graduate

said; but the program starting on a
Tuesday this year didn’t help the
situation.
“It was awful because it just gave
students another night to party.”
A program where students meet
their neighbors would help alleviate
the problems, he said.
Getting to the larger issue, Cal
Poly graduate Ted Vergis was one
of many who spoke about the city 's
poor student-community relation
ship.
“I’m a little disheartened at the
lengths the community has gone to
create a fissure between the students
and the community," he said.
Landscape architecture sopho
more Andy Nowak echoed that
sentiment, reminding listeners that
“this is a college town. Half the resi
dents here are college students. The
problem here tonight is the clash
between students and residences.”
Kelly Griggs represented the stu
dent body during the four-and-ahalf hour meeting as both Cal Polv's
ASI president and the chair of the
Student-Community Liaison Com
mittee.
ASI does not currently have a
position on the proposals.
Mutual understanding and re
spect between the community and
students is crucial, she said.
“The San Luis Obispo commu
nity isn’t going anywhere and Cal
Poly isn’t going anywhere,” she said.

Thorny firefighter-promotion
case back in Supreme Court
David G. Savage
TIUltUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU

WASHINGTON — The Su
preme Court plunged back into
the legal fight over firefighters,
test scores and accusations of racial
discrimination on Wednesday, this
time to decide when those who say
they were victims of discrimination
must file a lawsuit.
In June, the justices ruled for
white firefighters who were de
nied promotions even though they
earned top scores on an exam. Jus
tice Sonia Sotomayor was sharply
criticized during her Senate hear
ing because, as a judge, she had
ruled against the white firefighters.
Now, the court will hear an ap
peal from blacks who said Chicago’s
test for firefighters discriminated
against them. However, the issue is
one of timing and procedure. Must
civil-rights plaintiffs file a discrimi
nation suit shortly after the test
was given, or later after it was used
for hiring new firefighters?
The justices also agreed to clar
ify part of the anti-terrorism law
and to decide whether humanrights activists in this country can
be prosecuted for providing “ex
pert advice" or political training
to a group such as the Kurdistan
Worker’s Party in Turkey which
has been designed a terrorist or
ganization.
That case grew out of an 11year legal battle in Los Angeles
over a law that makes it a crime
to provide “expert advice” and
other similar “material support” to
a terrorist group. Since 2001, the
government has convicted several
men under this law for undergo
ing “training” with al-Qaida in
Afghanistan.
Earlier this year, the U.S. 9th
Circuit Court of Appeals struck

down parts of the anti-terrorism
law because its references to “expert
advice” or “training” could include
a lecture on how to resolve disputes
peacefully.
“We don’t make the country
safer by criminalizing those who
advocate nonviolent means .... or
by making it a crime for a human
rights group in the U.S. to pro
vide human rights training,” said
Georgetown University law profes
sor David Cole, who represented
the challengers.
But U.S. Solicitor General Elena
Kagan successfully persuaded the
Supreme Court to review this rul
ing. She said the government needs
broad power to prosecute those
who knowingly help a terrorist
group, regardless of their motives.
The case is Holder v. Humani
tarian Law Project.
The Chicago firefighters case
concerns the same civil-rights is

sue that gained so much attention
during the summer. It is illegal for
employers to use a test that has a
“disparate impact” on minorities,
unless it can be justified as a busi
ness necessity.
Four years ago, a federal judge
in Chicago ruled the city had dis
criminated against black candidates
because its test given in the mid1990s had an unfair and “disparate
impact” on minorities. White test
takers were five times more likely
than blacks to qualify for a firefight
ing job, the judge found.
But last year, the U.S. 7th Cir
cuit Court of Appeals overturned
this ruling and threw out the suit
because the black applicants waited
more than a year to challenge the
test results. “That was a fatal mis
take." wrote Judge Richard Posner.
The federal civil rights law says suits
must be filed within 300 days of an
unlawful employment practice.
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IS YOUR EYE OOZING WITH YUCKY MATTER?
You or your child must be at least 1 month of age or older and have a diagnosis of bacterial conjunctivitis.
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Doug Shumway
Sophomore,
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If you or your child have not had symptoms for more than 4 days and not used any medications for
treatment, YOU or YOUR CHILD may be eligible to participate in a clinical research study using an

Investigational m edication.

Those who qualify will receive at no cost:
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Study related medical care
Study related medication
You or your child may be reimbursed for time and effort if eligible.

Please contact us at:
Coastal Medical Research Group, Inc.

805- 549-7570
Call Now to See if You Are Eligible!
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Chicago’s ambassadors are making a full
court press in support of 2016 Olympic bid
Philip Hersh and Kathy Ber
gen
M t't I A1 < HY NEWSPAPERS

Two ofChicago’s heaviest hitters
arrived Wednesday, and Michelle
Obama wasted no time in capti
vating some of the International
Olympic Committee members
who will decide a 2016 Summer
Olympic host-city race considered
too close to call.
As she passed through the lob
by of the Copenhagen Marriott,
where the IOC members are stay
ing, she gave two thumbs-up and
a hug to one of the first members
she encountered, Nicole Hoevertsz
of Aruba.
Not only that. Hoevertsz said
later, but the first lady congratu
lated her on having been named
Tuesday as secretary to Aruba's
council of ministers.
It is that sort of preparation and
attention to detail as much as the
case Michelle Obama makes for
her city that the Chicago 2016 bid
committee hopes will make her
a key player in Copenhagen. The
second big name to arrive Wednes
day. Oprah Winfrey, also hopes to
influence the IOC's voting, which
she called “a decision that could be
a landmark in Chicago history."
On Friday, the IOC will choose
among Chicago, Rio de Janeiro,
Tokyo and Madrid.
Aruba's Hoevertsz said she had
narrowed her choices to two but
would not name them. She planned
to meet Thursday with Michelle
Obama, President Luiz Inacio Lula
da Silva of Brazil and Queen So
fia of Spain, and feels information
gained in such encounters can be
crucial.
"Since we are not allowed to
visit the cities, it comes down to
very, very, very little details." Hoeverts/ said. “(Bid chairman) Pat
Ryan just gave me a very nice
twist on what Chicago is going
to do with seats of (the temporary
Olympic) stadium, making them
into wheelchairs. These kinds of
aspects make a difference.”
Hoevertsz, a 1984 Olympian
m synchronized swimming, said
she was honored to meet Michelle
Obama, whom she gave an Aruba
pin. She also was impressed by
Winfrey's presence.
“Oprah is an inspiration to the
world and a very powerful woman,
not because she is a TV host but
because of what she does with that
fame to the betterment o f youth of

other countries,” Hoevertsz said.
Schmoozing with celebrities,
heads of state and first ladies has
become a privilege accorded IOC
members in the days before hostcity decisions.
IOC member Lassana Palenfo
of the Ivory Coast had barely ar
rived at Ins hotel Wednesday when
a Tokyo representative invited him
to meet the governor of metropol
itan Tokyo.
A few seconds later, someone
with R io’s bid asked Palenfo if he
wanted to have dinner with Brazil
ian soccer legend Pele.
Palenfo went to pose for a pic
ture with Gov. Shintaro Ishihara.
But he declined the dinner invi
tation, tipping his head sideways
onto his hands in the universal
gesture for a need to sleep.
That is what the final hours be
fore Friday's vote will be like for
many IOC! members, besieged by
the apparently tireless lobbyists for
the four finalists.
“The cities are all very active,”
IOC! member Nat Indrapana of
Thailand said. “They keep passing
out information and checking in
with us.”
While the lobbyists were, ap
propriately, working* the lobby
of the Copenhagen Marriott, the
checking-in was taking on a differ
ent dimension four floors above.
In a room with a panoramic
photograph of Chicago's down
town lakefront covering an entire
wall. Michelle Obama had begun

M C C I .A T C H Y -T K I B U N E

Oprah Winfrey arrives at the Copenhagen Admiral Hotel, Wednesday, September 30, 2009, in Copenhagen,
Denmark. Winfrey joined Chicago Mayor Richard Daley, President Barack Obama and first lady Michelle, as
they make a final push to host the 2016 Olympic Games in Chicago.
two days of meetings with indi
vidual members.
While IOC! members would
not divulge their preferences in
the secret-ballot election, a couple
suggested the race was down to
three cities.
“ I think Rio, Chicago and Ma
drid are all h o t."said IOC! member
Richard Carrion of Puerto Rico,

his omission of Tokyo noteworthy.
"It's going to be decided by a
couple votes. It will be critical what
happens in the second round."
The election continues un
til one city gets a majority of the
votes cast. Until that happens, the
lowest vote-getter in each round is
eliminated.
"I don't think there is a favor

ite," said Richard Pound of Cana
da, "but there is a scenario that gets
you three cities pretty easily."
Pound smiled and said, coyly,
“You know," when asked which
one he felt is out of the running.
British bookmakers all favor
Chicago, but late money is coming
m for Rio, lowering its odds.
see Olympic Bid, page 7

WORD ON THE STREET

“W h e re do you go grocery shopping?”
Compiled and photographed by Jennifer Titcomb

“I go to Ralphs because
it seems to be the cheap
est and a lot closer than
^'VONS."

-Brandi Cummings, envi
ronmental management

Thrifty Thursdays

'Food 4 Less because
their prices are reason
able for college stu
dents."

“Usually I buy groceries
at Trader Joes because
they tend to be healthier

“Campus Market be
cause it supports school
and gives back in a
way."

Peter Katz, food science
senior

-Ross Klein, architectural
engineering junior

-Trevor Johnston, interna
tional business sophomorew
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Willits, CA (MCT) — Coun
ty, state and federal law enforce
ment personnel seized more than
53,000 "very healthy” marijuana
plants and made 38 arrests dur
ing three days of raids on northern
Mendocino County last week.
The raids were the culmina
tion of a month-long investigation
by Mendocino County sheriff’s
investigators, Sheriff Tom Allman
said during a Monday press con
ference.

W A SH IN G TO N
(M CT)
— The Supreme C ourt’s deci
sion Wednesday to hear a Second
Amendment challenge to Chica
go’s ban on handguns could open
the door to legal attacks on guncontrol measures in cities and
states across the nation.
At issue is whether the right
to “keep and bear arms” is a fullfledged constitutional right, one
that can be invoked by individu
als against the government at all
levels, or a restriction only on the
federal government.
Last year the justices in a 5-4
ruling said for the first time that
the Second Amendment protects
an individual’s right to have a
handgun at home for self-de
fense.

GENEVA,
Sw itzerland
(MCT) — Iran and six other na
tions will hold their first talks in 14
months Thursday in Geneva, but de
spite the participation of a senior U.S.
diplomat, chances for a quick break
through appear bleak, especially after
last week’s revelation of a previously
covert Iranian nuclear facility.
In its first face-to-face nego
tiations with Iranian officials, the
Obama administration will press
Tehran to allow unfettered access to
the facility buried under a mountain
near the holy city of Qom and to
take other steps to alleviate concerns
over its nuclear work, a senior U.S.
official said.
• • •
MOSCOW (MCT) — Geor
gian President Mikheil Saakashvili
had no justification under interna
tional law when he ordered a mili
tary incursion into the breakaway
South Ossetia region last year that
included missile barrages on civil
ian areas, according to a European
Union-commissioned report re
leased Wednesday.
Russia, however, used false claims
that the Georgian military killed
2,000 civilians in its initial assault to
set up a later invasion that allowed
South Ossetian militias to torture
and execute Georgian prisoners
during an ethnic cleansing cam
paign, according to facts put forth
in the report.

• • •

MCCLATCHY=TRIBUNE

A Shell gas station outside Italy, Texas, is where accused bomber Hosani
Maher Husein Smadi, 19, worked before his attempt to bomb an office
building in Dallas.
Ed T im m s
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS

After terrorists slammed airliners
into the World Trade Center towers
and the Pentagon, the; law enforce
ment community had one overrid
ing priority - preventing another
attack.
Making criminal arrests or de
taining noncitizens on immigration
violations was seen as an expedient
way to disrupt any nascent terrorist
plots after the Sept. 1 1.2001. attacks,
lhit the majority of those taken into
custody were never prosecuted, or
they were charged with relatively
minor offenses.
“With 3,000 people incinerated,
we weren't going to take the chance
that we were sacrificing security for
prosecution of the more serious of
fenses," said Jeffrey Addicott, director
of the Center for Terrorism Law at
St. Mary’s University School of Lawin San Antonio.
Hut the undercover operation
that led to the arrest Thursday of a

19-year-old Jordanian citizen - in
tent, according to authorities, on
blowing up a Dallas skyscraper -may
reflect a different approach by the
FBI to terrorism investigations.
About two years ago, Addicott
said,“a decision was made that we re
going to let these things develop a
little bit longer so we can get the
more serious offense. And we’ve
seen the fruits of that.”
Federal agents arrested Hosani
Maher Husein Smadi after a sting
operation that lasted several months.
Smadi is accused of parking a gov
ernment-supplied sport utility ve
hicle loaded with fake explosives
under Fountain Place in downtown
IDallas and making a call that he
thought would set off the device;
instead, he was promptly taken into
custody.
In a similar case, apparently unre
lated, a man was arrested Wednesday
on suspicion of trying to blow up
the federal courthouse in Springfield. 111. with a fake bomb provided
by agents.

=

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA
(MCT) — Morro Hay police have
closed Embarcadero and Coleman
streets along the city’s waterfront as
a precaution in response to the tsu
nami advisory issued Wednesday.
The rise in sea level was expect
ed to reach the San Luis Obispo
County coastline shortly after 9
p.m. National Oceanic and At
mospheric Administration officials
expected the sea to rise about 24
inches at Port San Luis.
The advisory was issued for
the entire California coastline and
north along Oregon. The advisory
was to remain in place into earlymorning hours Wednesday.
In another precautionary move,
some campers were moved to
higher ground at Oceano Dunes
state park Wednesday.
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W A SH IN G TO N (M CT)
A Kansas conservation group has
sued the Environmental Protec
tion Agency over a plan to kill
prairie dogs by using pesticides
that are also dangerous to other
wildlife.
Audubon o f Kansas, along
with another group. Defenders
of Wildlife, have alleged that the
EPA ignored the concerns of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
about the use o f the pesticides.
They want to bar the agency
from registering the products,
Rozol and Kaput-D, in 10 states.
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ASI & CAL POLY ATHLETICS PRESENT:

a FREE interactive experience for Cal Poly students featuring live
music, inflatables, large flat screen TVs showing all other college
football games, face painting, food, games, free stuff, & more.

3:00PM - 6:00PM before each home football game.

Chase Lawn, College Ave., adjacent to the student entrance to
Alex G. Spanos Stadium.
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Deal to save Saturn collapses after
buyer loses Renault-Nissan contract
T im H iggins
MC'C'l.AICHY NHWSPAI’l KS

General Motors said Wednes
day it would shut down Saturn af
ter respected Detroit businessman
Roger Penske shocked GM and
350 Saturn dealers by saying that
his plans to buy the storied brand
had fallen apart.
The announcement came a
ilay before GM and its dealers
expected the deal to be finalized.
The failure could cost as many as
13,000 jobs at dealerships nation
wide and GM.
Penske’s plans for Saturn de
pended on securing another man
ufacturer to build future vehicles
- a critical part of deal that fell
apart when the board of directors
for that unidentified automaker
rejected the arrangement.
That manufacturer was R e
nault-Nissan, a person close to the
talks told the Detroit Free Press.
“Renault has been in contact
with Penske to supply cars, parts
and technology to Saturn through
an OEM agreement. The condi
tions for an agreement have not
been found,” a Renault spokes
woman, said in a statement. She
declined further comment.
"This is very disappointing
news and comes after months of
hard work by hundreds of dedicat
ed employees and Saturn retailers
who tried to make the new Saturn

O ly m p ic B id
continuedfrom page 4

“Being the favorite is like mu
sical chairs. Every two minutes,
it’s another one,” said IOC mem
ber Juan Antonio Samaranch Jr. of
Spain, who is part of Madrid’s bid
effort.
Mayor Richard Daley tem
pered his remarks about Chicago’s
chances Wednesday, taking a more
guarded stance than he had last
week.
Asked how IOC members were
reacting to the city’s lobbying ef
forts, Daley said, “You just don’t
know. Every city is very enthusi
astic, very passionate and very ex
cited about it.”
Daley’s diplomacy follows a
controversy when he expressed
confidence in Chicago’s chances
and questioned the ability of close
rival Rio de Janeiro to host both
the 2014 World Cup and the 2016
Olympics.
IOC rules prohibit cities from
criticizing their rivals.
Madrid was caught in a similar
controversy Wednesday, one that
led Rio to file a formal complaint
to the IOC ethics commission af
ter Spanish Olympic Committee
vice president Jose Maria O driozola reportedly called R io’s “the
worst bid" of the tour.
According to the Spanish news
agency Efe. Odriozola also- said.
“The IOC is not going to risk it
and take the Games to a site where
it doesn't have total confidence it
can be done well."

a reality," Fritz Henderson, GM
chief executive officer, said.
The blow was especially brutal
to Saturn’s 350 dealers and thou
sands of their employees, who be
lieved they had escaped the guil
lotine with the arrival of Penske's
initial offer for Saturn last June.
“It’s devastating. Look what we
have gone through in this town.
Look at what other dealerships
have gone through in this town,”
said Carl Galeana, who was one of
Saturn’s original dealers and owns
the metro Detroit Saturn of Lake
side and Saturn of Warren dealer
ships. “This is just another chapter
of that.”
In a statement, Penske cited
that the deal had been called off
because of concerns related “to fu
ture supply of vehicles beyond the
supply period it had negotiated
with GM.’’
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.-based
Penske said it had negotiated a deal
to get products manufactured by
another company but that agree
ment had fallen apart.
“That agreement was rejected
by that manufacturer’s board of
directors,” Penske said in a state
ment. “Without that agreement,
the company has determined that
the risks and uncertainties related
to the availability of future prod
ucts prohibit the company from
moving forward with this transac
tion.”

GM and Penske had been ne
gotiating toward a final agreement
since June 5. The terms o f the
original agreement called for GM
to continue providing Saturn with
vehicles for two years.
At the time, Roger Penske,
chairman of Penske Automotive,
said they had "been in discussions
during this diligence period with
a number of manufacturers on a
worldwide basis. ...We would ex

pect to have a lineup going for
ward, which would be manufac
tured by a worldwide partner.”
In early 2009, GM said it
planned to wind down Saturn if a
buyer could not be found.
GM ’s Henderson noted that
Penske’s statement “explained that
their decision was not based on
interactions with GM or Saturn
retailers; rather it was because of
the inability to source new prod

ucts beyond what it had asked GM
to build on contract.”
Henderson added that GM
will be winding down the Saturn
brand and dealership network “in
accordance with the wind-down
agreements that Saturn dealers re
cently signed with GM.”
Once Saturn is done, Saturn
owners will be able to get their
vehicles serviced at other GM
dealerships.

“This gentleman is clearly out
of step with the report of the IO C ’s
own evaluation commission,” R io’s
bid committee said in a statement
announcing the complaint. “His
comments are totally unaccept
able.”
No complaint was filed over
Daley’s remarks.
Speaking on condition of ano
nymity, people closely connected
to the Chicago bid team or fa
miliar with host city contests felt
Chicago was slightly ahead, but all
warned how unpredictable things
get as rounds of voting continue.
One person said the presence
of President Barack Obama, who

announced Monday he was com
ing for Friday’s presentation, has
led lobbyists for Chicago’s rivals
to be more pessimistic about their
chances.
“Most members will have made
up their mind already, but the final
presentation is extremely impor
tant,” Hoevertsz said. “We saw in
(the past two votes) that many wait
until the la$t moment.”
The consensus is that Russian
leader Vladimir Putin’s presence
in 2007, when he spoke during
Sochi’s final presentation for the
2014 Winter Games and promised
the government’s full fiscal back
ing, was crucial in the outcome.

“ He made the difference,”
Pound said. “ If he had not come,
those Games would not be in
Sochi.”
Putin had arrived two days be
fore the vote, giving him time to
lobby IOC members individually.
Presidential adviser Valerie Jarrett
said Wednesday that President
Obama would "absolutely” try to
meet IOC members individually
during his stay in Copenhagen,

scheduled for a few hours Friday.
The issue, according to Pound,
is mainly deciding which city pres
ents the least risk.
“There is no perfect candidate,"
he said. “You try not to make a
mistake.”
No wonder the Ivory Coast’s
Palenfo wanted to get some rest.
"All four cities are very good,"
he said. "It is going to be a very
hard choice.”

MCCLATCHY=TR1BUNE

General Motors announced Wednesday the company planned to shut down Saturn after Roger Penske’s plans
to huy the brand fell through. Pictured above the 2009 Saturn Vue 2-Mode Hybrid, pic was presented at the
2009 North American International Auto Show. It was launched in an attempt to revitalize the Saturn and be
consistent with the current trend of fuel efficient vehicles.
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Crawford said.
With nine active officers this year
and a solid base of active members.
Michael Bingham, a junior biomedi
cal engineering student and co-presi
dent of the Cal Poly chapter, said that
LlWOHIHO
this past year has been the club's stron
BOYS & GIRLS
gest since he joined as a freshman in
6 'a C L U B
2007.
“When 1 first joined, there were
not nearly as many active members.
It is a lot more organized now than
w hen I first started." Bingham said.
uvi uni n s
The high member participation
has
allowed the club to organize
im
many community-service oriented
events on campus and in the San Luis
Obispo community, Crawford said.
Kaci Knighton, a sophomore rec
reation, parks and tourism adminis
tration student, was invited to join
PHOTO COURTLSY OF ALLISON l RAWFORD
NSCS at the end of her freshman year
NSCS members volunteered on “Make a Difference Day” at the Paso Robles Boys and Girls Club in October 2008.
in fall 20(18.
“When I first got the letter, my
Katie Koschalk
other benefits.
than 600 members, who were all in
mom thought it was a scam,” she said.
M USTANG DAILY
“Once 1 became an active mem vited to join the club their freshman or
“1 joined anyway because I thought
ber, I found that it was a hundred sophomore year of college. About 20
it would look good on a resume and
When liberal studies senior Allison percent more than just putting it on a members are active members, mean
be a good way to get involved in the
Crawford was first invited to join the resume,” Crawford, now co-president, ing they attend the weekly meetings
community.”
Cal Poly chapter of the National So said. “You meet so many people and and regularly participate in the eventsr
Although she was not active in the
Crawford said.
ciety of Collegiate Scholars (NSC'S), gain a lot of experience.”
club last year because of time restric
After receiving national recogni
In order to become a member of
she accepted because she thought it
tions, she plans to participate in meet
would enhance her future job oppor tion this past summer, the Cal Poly the club, students must be invited by
ings and events this year because she
tunities. But after she spent a while in chapter of NSCS is gearing up for the NSC'S national office. Criteria re
wants to become more involved in
the NSC'S, a club whose mission is to what could be an even more note quired to be eligible includes having
the organization, she said.
promote change through community worthy year due to high member a 3.4 CPA or above and being in the
Two of the most significant events
top 20 percent of your class in fresh
service events and involvement on participation.
that the club organized were food
their college campuses, she realized
The Cal Poly chapter has more man and sophomore years of college.
drives which raised about $3,000 for
the Prado Day Center, a local home
less shelter in San Luis Obispo.
“They didn’t even know we were
doing it and the looks on their faces
just showed how thankful they were,”
Crawford said.
Another main event was “A Fair to
Remember,” a ballroom dance at the
Villages of San Luis Obispo, a senior
housing community.
“I was dancing with an elderly
woman and she started telling me
about her six kids and how her hus
band passed away," Bingham recalled.
"They like it when they can talk to
you and tell you their story,”
Other events organized last year in
cluded PAC, a daily tutoring program
at C.L. Smith Elementary school in
San Luis Obispo, “March to College."
which included giving youngfr stu
dents tours of the Cal Poly campus,
and other smaller events with local
schools and retirement homes, such as
No purchase nessesary. Lim it one entry per customer.
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study sessions and arts and crafts.
The club plans to do most of these
events again this year in addition to
new activities such as a beach clean
tip and informative assemblies about
college at local schools.
Due to the Cal Poly chapter of
NSCS's involvement on campus and
in the community, they were one of
the 6 1 chapters of 235 chapters na
tionwide to receive the Cold Award.
“It's a very big accomplishment
to receive it because it takes a lot of
time and organization,” Bingham said.
“It's what separates us from others and
puts us over the top.”
In order to receive the Gold
Award, the second highest award for
a NSCS chapter, the chapter had to
meet specific requirements provided
by the national NSC'S board, includ
ing holding an induction ceremony,
creating a student mentoring program,
participating in “Integrity Week,” in
which they explain the importance
of personal integrity, creating an oncampus membership recruitment
campaign and working with another
campus club.
Since the Cal Poly chapter’s in
duction on campus in 2000, the club
has never received the award because
of a lack of active members.This year,
however, the club will attempt to re
ceive platinum status.
In order to receive the NCSCs
top honor, the chapter must have gold
status and meet further requirements,
including holding an informative as
sembly about college at a local pub
lic school. Only five of 235 chapters
have received platinum status, Craw
ford said.
The new adviser of the Cal Poly
chapter, Sharon Dobson, plans to
bring the club to platinum status by
encouraging members to participate
in more service activities and by giv
ing them more leadership opportuni
ties, she said.
“There is an intrinsic need in .ill
of us to be recognized," Dobson said.
“For some that might be being on a
sport team or going to a party, and
that’s fine. But being part of a society
gives students the opportunity to dif
ferentiate themselves."
The NSC'S will have a booth at
open house and will also be holding
a meeting Oct. 6 at 11 a.m. in the Erhart Agriculture Building, room 11
for more information.
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Quantity versus quality:
Weighing the pros and cons ofSLO grocery stores
You’re hungry, you have little
spare time and you need to buy
groceries but with so many differ
ent stores how do you decide where
to shop? Albertsons, Food tor l ess.
New Frontiers — they will all sell
vou food but the choice you make
will affect how much you pay for
that food. St) why is it that some
of us choose to pay more for our
food than others? This column w ill
attempt to answer this question,
w hich seems simple but actually is
a little complicated
Supermarkets charge different
prices because they have varying
qualities of food. Quality is not a
must, it is a want — it is something
you choose to pay for because you
have a preference for it. For exam
ple, some people shop at more ex
pensive grocery stores such as New
Frontiers or Whole Foods, while
others shop at cheaper places like
Food for Less and the 9l)f Store.
Those in between get a little taste
of both by shopping at places like
Albertsons and Ralphs.
For cream of the crop foods, the
place to go in San Luis Obispo is
New Frontiers. It is known for car
rying "higher quality,” more exclu
sive products that may make you
feel like vou are one of the elite

............ .

KOSHER IN
THE KITCHEN
BETHANY ABEISON
»*

for shopping there. Shopping at a
higher quality supermarket does
come with a price. It is very ex
pensive and you do not always get
what you pay for. You often pay
more money because food packag
ing looks nicer or because all pro
duce are uniform in size.
Some advantages of shopping at
a nicer market are that they often
carry harder-to-fmd products for
those with special religious or di
etary requirements, and the service
is always good.

For the average consumer, Alb
ertsons and Ralphs are two generic
grocery stores that many of us find
ourselves shopping at. The prices
are somewhat reasonable, the meats
and produce look tasty, and if you're
lucky, you just might find that rare
ingredient needed to complete
your dish. Most of us choose to
shop at regular supermarkets be
cause that’s what we were brought
up on. We don’t consider leaving
the generic supermarket world and
venture into the discount world of

I.

il

i

T

food.
Moving on to our main attrac
tion, we come to Food For Less, a
discounted grocery store, carrying
similar foods to most generic stores.
Shopping at a discount store offers
you great deals that get you more
for your money. The quality of the
food might not be perfect but that
doesn’t stop most o f us from eating
up the fantastic deals. Even though
you may find a little bruise here
or there on the produce or a box
o f cereal may have a faded logo it
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doesn’t mean the food is bad.
Some downsides of shopping at
a place like Food For Less is the
deli selection is not as good and
you have to bag your own grocer
ies.
Ask yourself this question, it
a piece of cheese has mold on it,
do you throw it awav?You re most
likely going to cut that piece o ff
and enjoy the rest of the cheese.
Shouldn’t we do the same for an
apple with a nick or a potato that
doesn’t look perfect? Growing up
shopping at places like Ralphs and
Albertsons made me afraid to shop
at discount grocery stores. Now,
as an upperclassman, I have had to
spend my money wisely and I am
slowly getting into the groove of
discounted markets.
The food tastes the same, you
pay less for it and you save money
in this economic recession. So be
proud of where you shop and who
cares what other people think. As
we were all told as kids, don’t judge
a book by its cover. The same goes
for food — don’t judge an apple
by its skin.
Bethany Ahclson is a food science
senior and Mustang Daily food colum
nist.
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the nght
to edit letters for grammar profanities
and length. Letters, commentanes and
cartoons do not represent the views of
the Mustang Daily. Please limit length to
250 words. Letters should include the
writer's full name, phone number major
and class standing. Letters must come
from a Cal Poly e-mail account Do not
send letters as an attachment. Please
send the text in the body of the e-mail.
By e-m ail:

mustangdailyopmions@gmail.com
By mail:

Letters to the Editor
Building 26. Room 226
Cal Fbly.SLO.CA 93407
Online:

mustangdaily.net/letters

corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in
publishing a daily newspaper for the Cal
Poly campus and the neighbonng com
munity. We appreciate your readership
and are thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
* m u stan gd aily@ gm ail.co m .
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Edward R. Mur row, regarded
as one of the greatest journalists
in history, once said, “A nation
of sheep will beget a government
of wolves.” Government, at times
self-serving and corrupt, needs
supervision and a well-informed,
active public to keep it in order.
Passivity allows the government
to he swayed by special interests
and lobbyists, whose agendas can
be contrary to what the American
public wants.
For example, a C13S/NY Times
poll released Sept. 25 indicated that
65 percent of Americans polled
support the public option.Yet amid
the special interest commercials,
intelligent advocacy and opposi
tion to the public option, and the
general hype and fear-mongering
from the right over the return of
the red scare, the Senate Finance
Committee voted 13-8 against
Senator Jay Rockefeller’s public
option amendment on Tuesday.
Obviously, the Republicans
nixed the public option amend
ment — and let’s not kid ourselves,
they voted purely on ideological
and political bases. But, surpris
ingly, Democrats Baucus, Lin
coln, Nelson, Carper and Conrad
joined with Republicans to vote
against Rockefellers public option
amendment.
Why would these I )emocrats
break rank to vote with Republi

cans, whose major concerns Inve
both feet sunk in the disgusting
mire of lies?
According to the poll I men
tioned above, 65 percent of Amer
icans polled support the public
option to compete with private
insurers, so the five Democrats’
decisions to vote against public
option health care appears to be
political suicide. Right? Well, yes,
if their constituents are the Ameri
can people.
And I must say, while I watched
Senators Conrad. Lincoln, Baucus,
Carper and Nelson vote nay along
with those who have sold their
souls to fight hard against the pub
lic option, niv proud Democrat,
government-loving self felt pro
foundly sad for this country.
These Democrats only voted
with the Republicans because they
believe health care reform might
not pass the Senate, and they don’t
want to be on the unlucky side of
the debate when the gavel drops.
They're making sure that their po
litical future is secure if the public
option tails, despite the fact that
the majority o f Americans want
the public option and 45,(MM) hu
man beings a year die from lack of
insurance, according to a study by
Harvard Medical School.
Tuesday was a dark day for the
principle that government is for
the people.

But on The Ed Show on MSN
BC Tuesday, Sen. Jay Rockefeller,
whose amendment was defeated
in the Senate Finance Committee,
said that the public option is not
dead yet. He believes that the fact
that he got 8 votes for his amend
ment is a sign that the public op
tion is moving in the right direc
tion toward being passed on the
Senate floor.
And 1 don't think that he’s sim
ply being optimistic. The more
support that public option has on
record the stronger it is, because it
forces conservative 1)emocrats who
haven't made a significant decision
either way to make a preliminary
choice before they vote.
Roy Sekoff of the Huffmgton
Post said on The Ed Show (which,
truly, I do not watch often. Ed re
minds me of a liberal Glen Beck,
which is just as annoying) that be
fore Tuesday, Mr. Baucus was not
on record, and the fact that he was
forced to go on record is a positive

step. What Democrats need to do
now is to rally their side o f the isle
and make sure that every possible
member is on-board for the public
option. That’s going to be a huge
test of how we wield our majority.
Health care reform lias a long
way to go, and unless the Demo
crats use reconciliation which al
lows a hill to pass by a simple ma
jority, the public option may very
well tail. However it turns out,
Tuesday was a disappointing re
minder that it’s not just the right
who tends to serve their own in
terests, it’s also those on the left.
1 really hope that when health
care reform is passed what Albert
Camus said about government
is not true of the United States:
“By definition, a government has
no conscience. Sometimes it has a
policy, but nothing more.”
Stephanie England is an English
senior and Mustang Daily political col
umnist.
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

‘Fundam ental values’ include progress
1 am absolutely repulsed by the article
"America needs to turn to its core values to
get through difficult times." You and I prob
ably agree that the behaviors of certain coun
tries (North Korea, Iran) regarding oppression
of civil liberties is reprehensible.
But they are the enemy, right? when they
base their legislation on fundamental values
and core religious belief, that's not OK because

their values are wrong.
So who’s values are ‘right?’ According to
the author, there's no way his opinion can be
wrong. To him, there’s no logic to things like
evolution (repeatedly supported by scientificevidence), protection of a minority (are you
seriously against hate crime law?) and help for
those who cannot help themselves (Because
isn't that what Jesus would do?).
Contrasting truth and progressivism as polar
opposites puts you in the same league as the So
viet Union and the Spanish inquisition (both of
which, in retrospect, weren’t such great things).
Enjoy the realization that all that differenti
ates you from them is, well, nothing.

web®

^COMMENTS
“ I understand this is an opinion article, but
I would hope that you would be somewhat
more informed than to refer to evolution as
“evolved from goo” and to the issue of gay
marriage, of a human being to another equally
valued human being as “marriage of anything
to anyone.” Anything?Very harsh and ignorant
way o f referring to another person...”
— Anonymous

Guy Shani
biological sciences senior

Response to “Returning to America’s Core Values”
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A free press is the only
path to democracy
Transparency is threatened in
nations that cant afford it
Joel B rinkley
MCI I AlCHY Nl W SI'Al'l US

If you want to know whether
a nation is truly democratic, one
measure will give you an answer
with near certitude: How does the
state treat the press?
Nothing so directly challenges
a corrupt or authoritarian leader
than an aggressive news media. So,
wherever the United States and its
Western allies have wielded influ
ence over the formation of a new
government in the last half century
— from Japan to Iraq — freedom
of the press has been a core value
the United States has tried to im
print on the culture of each new
state. The recent results are mostly
discouraging.
I first worked in Iraq in the
months after the 2003 invasion,
and it was thrilling to see a dozen
or more independent Iraqi news
papers for sale on the streets, a
new one every week or so. With
financial help from the United
States, several television stations
began broadcasting relatively in
dependent news. After decades of
brutal repression, freedom of the
press and expression flowered —
though, of course bombers and
militants made life dangerous and
harrowing for journalists and ev
eryone else. At least 170 journalists
were killed during the war’s first
five years.
Today many of the surviving re
porters are scared.The government
is censoring, suing and harassing
reporters. In July, The Economist
reported, police arrested a journal
ist for taking pictures of a typical,
massive Baghdad traffic jam, say
ing the photos reflected badly on
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki’s
campaign to demonstrate that the
quality o f life was improving.
Last month about 1(H) Iraqi
journalists staged a raucous protest
o f growing restrictions on their
work, shouting: “ No. no to muz
zling; yes, yes to freedom!”
The government is now censor
ing the Internet and certain books,
on the pretext of protecting citi
zens firms pornography and hate
messages. Hut as every journalist
knows, that is the leading edge of a
slippery slope. Reporters Without
Borders places Iraq near the bot
tom of its press freedom index, and
its ranking continues to fall.
The United States introduced
the notion o f a free press to Af
ghanistan in 2<M>2, but during the
election in August state security
forces assaulted and arrested nu
merous domestic and foreign jour
nalists reporting on violence during
the voting. How could President
Hamid Karzai steal the election
if the news media had been free
to show mayhem and chicanery at
the polls? Now we can clearly see

get it
that Karzai j,s not a democrat, and
the news media is a victim of that.
But then he is not the only villain.
Taliban militants have kidnapped
dozens of domestic and foreign re
porters in recent years and killed
four o f them.
The United States, NATO
and the United Nations practi
cally created the modern state of
Kosovo, which proclaimed its in
dependence last year. Like most
Central Asian states, newspapers
and television stations are gener
ally attached to political parties.
Still, some reporters are showing
encouraging early signs
inde
pendence. But when RTK, the
state’s lone independent, publictelevision station, broadcast a news
show this spring that discussed is
sues such as drug addiction, hom o
sexuality, human rights, and press
freedom — a novel broadcast for
Kosovo — the reporter received
death threats, and others in the
media launched a smear campaign.
Perhaps we should give Kosovo a
little more time.
Before that, the United Nations
occupied Cambodia in 1993 and
1994 and staged elections with the
aim of establishing a new democ
racy after decades of genocide and
war. The United States contrib
uted one-third of the $3 billion

spent tm this effort. Under U.N.
patronage, new newspapers, radio
and TV stations began publishing
and airing an array of aggressive
news reports.
Since that time, however, free
dom of the press has been on slow
slide south. Reporters Without
Borders ranked Cambodia 71st out
o f 139 countries in 2002. By 2008,
the ranking had slid to 120th out
of 173 nations — in the company
of Kazakhstan, a dictatorship; and
Jordan, a monarchy.
Over the jummer. the govern
ment sued several newspapers for
defamation became they had pub
lished articles that offended se
nior officials*. One newspaper was
forced to close. In July the govern
ment sued the Cambodia Daily, an
excellent English language news
paper. for merely quoting some
one who criticized the govern
ment. Last week, the court found
the paper’s editor guilty.
Critics of former President
Bush have long argued that, no
matter how inspiring those images
of Iraqi voters with purple fingers
may have been, elections alone
cannot create a democracy. The
fate of the news media in several
new. Western-imposed democra
cies is a sad but honest demonstra
tion of that.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Native Speaker - All Levels
Like books? Like people?
Outlet bookstore seeks reliable On Campus Consuelor 466-9207
PT sales assoc. Must have wide
knowledge of books/authors/
retail sales +/or supervisory ex
Laptop Repair
perience. Apply at D. W. Pages/
www.laptoprepair.com
Crown Books Pismo Beach
Student Discount
Prime Outlets ste. 110.
Fast Turnaround
(818)973-1066
No Phone calls.

Announcements

r D

Housingo

Jr K L L

AUDIO TECH Recently moved.
Need a person to set up home the
ater & stereo system in SLO. Pay
and time flexible. 544-4389

Nice 2bdrm. 2bath condo,
$7()()per/m. hot tub and pool.
1.5 mi from school contact by

Students! Sell you stuff in the
Daily, for free!
Make a shout out to someone spe
cial, for free!
Hosting a party? let people know
about

Earn Extra Money
Students needed ASAP
Earn up to $ 150 per day being a
mystery shopper
No Experience Required
Call 1-800-722-4791

phone: (650) 399-6973
GREAT DEAL 2 BDRM/2 BATH
IN SANTA MARGARITA MO
BILE HOME PARK. $39,900.
CALL GLENN HORN ACA
DEME GMAC REAL ESTATE
440-9295

for free!
Why not? It’s FREE!
just e-mail you classified to:
mustangdailyclassifieds@gmail.coni

popcultureconucs coni O D oug B ratton 2 0 0 0
v.ViV.v.;.
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Help Wanted

Make a statement.

J.CflM
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MODIFIED DLLoREANS. &OTH DRIVERS '

c re a tio n s

Y our O w n er<s*8n Tr**?.'

YOUR FAVORITE FLAVOR
TEXT NOTIFICATION

jcarroll.com
595-1000
email questions to:
april@jcarroll.com

Screen Printing & Embroidery

KIUED IN THE CRASH HAP IDENTICAL

YOGURT

We re not just shirts!
Hats, polos, jackets..
Check out our website!

sign up @ www.iiovayogurtcreations.corr
" ALWAYS FRESH ALWAYS THE BEST

"MARTY M P L Y " DRIVERS LICENSES.
AND BOTH WERE TRAVELING

U
i
IV )

/

8 8 M.P.H. WEIRD...

SLO TOWN BARBER SHOP

,

$12 HAIRCUTS
Mark Roetker
W e d & Thurs
Tues & Fri
Sat

805.543.9744

7am ~5pm
8 :3 0 a m -5 p m
6 :3 0 a m -1 p m

1261 Laurel Lane

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Why You Shouldn't Mess Around
With the Spacc/Timc Continuum

She Kent flork crimes
Crossword
Across
1 Moccasin
adornment
5 Faux pas
9 Took___(went
swimming)
13 & 14 Nancy
Lopez and
Annika
Sorenstam have
each won this
several times
16 Russo who costarred in “The
Thomas Crown
Affair"
17 Literary lead role
for Gregory Peck
in 1956
18 R un__ of
19 Clinched
20 Alphabet trio
21 Keyboard key
22 Boot feature
24 Singer Corinne
Bailey__
25 Bring into being
27 Intros

ANSWER TO

29 New York's
Institute (art
school)
32 Straying
33 Brother-andsister dancing
duo
36 Out on the water
37 C7H5N306
38 Foolish chatter
41 Educ. course in
which grammar
and idioms are
taught
42 Verified, in a
way
44 Most merciless
46 Stereo
component
49 Those against
50 Joins
52 First row
56 Online gasp
57 “You're th e ___”
(Cole Porter
classic)
58 Popular ISP
59 Brazilian hot
spot
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

No. 0827

6 0 __ Beach. Fla
62 Muscle
connector
64 Fourth row
65 Paradise lost
66 Have a
hankering
67 Suffix akin to trix
68 Comedic star
Martha
69 Many August
babies
70 Guinea pigs,
maybe
Down
1 M ont___
2 Ancient Spartan
magistrate
3 Wide open
4 Fifth row
5 Result of poor
ventilation
6 Boost
7 Japanese butler
in “Auntie
Marne"
8 Mickey Mouse s
puppy pal
9 Shipping
magnate
Onassis
10 Shrinks
11 Passionately
12 Support for the
arts?
15 Act without the
parents’
blessings, say
21 ‘ Don! go in
there' It's __ !"
23 Always,
poetically

P u M le b y D e ra il B o w m a n

33 Gene
Roddenberryinspired sci-fi
series
34 Metallic shade,
in Sheffield
35 Knock out
37 Upsets
39 Disappointments
40 Architect
Saarinen

43 Third or sixth
row
45 Suffix akin to trix
47 Intersected
48 Like plain text
51 Second row
53 Classic
Broadway
musical with the
song "Alice Blue
Gown”

54 Bigger than big

#22

HARD

55 Intersecting
points
58 Aviation-related
61 Seventh row

ABorah’s i

Awards

63 Edinburgh
refusal
f>4 Up on things,
daddy-o

For answers, call i -900-285-5656. $1 49 a minute; or, with a credit
card, 1 800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS
AT&T users- Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
26 Fitting
nytimes com/mobilexword for more information.
28 Lobby in a D.C. Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past
building?
puzzles. nytimes.com/croMwords ($39 95 a year).
30
______ II razor
Share tips nytimes com/wordplay
Crosswords lor young solvers nytimes oom/leaming/Xwords
31 Neon
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Phillies clinch NL
East title for third
season in a row
Andy M artino
THE I*HIIA1)KLI*HIA INQUIRER

PHILADELPHIA — Brad
Lidge's season, defined so far by
bewildering disappointment, now
contains a moment of unqualified

j°yThe Phillies' closer, near the end
of a year in which he has suffered
11 blown saves, entered Wednesday
night's game with two out in the
ninth. He threw one pitch, a fast
ball to Lance Berkman.The Hous
ton slugger bounced the ball to
first baseman Ryan Howard, who
ran to the bag for an out.
With that, an event that had
long seemed inevitable arrived later
than expected. But it arrived none
theless, snuffing the anxiety caused
by a shrinking divisional lead in the
last week.
The Phils defeated the Astros,
10-3, minutes after clinching their
third straight National League East
title. As Lidge threw his warmup
pitches, the second-place Atlanta
Braves lost to Florida, sealing the
division for Philadelphia.
An intense, expectant energy
tilled the stadium all evening. As
the Phils sprinted from the dugout
before the first inning, the collec
tive cheer from the stands was as
hearty as it has been since open
ing night, when manager Charlie
Manuel hoisted the championship
flag.
Wednesday night was arguably
the most significant game played
here since. A tangible achievement
was available to the Phils, and most
in the sellout crowd waved white
towels and screamed in support of
starter Pedro Martinez as he be
gan.
The 37-year-old pitcher had last
appeared in a game on Sept. 19 in
Atlanta, when he left in the fourth
inning with neck stiffness. His sta
tus holds significant implications
for the Phils' playoff rotation, as
Martinez appeared likely to start a
potential fourth playoff game, with
lefthander J. A. Happ playing a key
role in the bullpen.
Now, although the team needs
healthy lefties pitching in relief,
they might find it difficult to justify
banishing Happ from the rotation
— particularly after the rookie's
win Tuesday night.
For most of his brief Phillies

career, Martinez has presented an
uncanny likeness of his Boston
Red Sox-era, Hall of Famer self.
Wednesday night, he more resem
bled the New York Mets castoff
whose career appeared finished a
year ago.
After leadoff hitter Michael
Bourn grounded out in the first,
the Astros loaded the bases with
three singles. Martinez struck out
Geoff Blum and lost an eight-pitch
encounter with Hunter Pence, who
walked to make it 1-0 Houston.
But Kazuo Matsui flied to right,
keeping the deficit reasonable.
Jimmy Rollins doubled and
scored in the bottom of the in
ning to draw even, but Martinez
allowed a leadoff home run toJ.R .
Towles in the second.The Houston
catcher's first homer of the season
came on an 87-m.p.h. fastball in
the middle of the strike zone. Mar
tinez escaped the inning with his
50th pitch, when Lance Berkman
slashed a line drive to second baseman Chase Utley.
The third began with a Carlos
Lee double, but Martinez pitched
around it and kept the score 2-1.
Just as relevant to the Phils dur
ing those moments, the Florida
Marlins took a 3-0 lead over the
second-place Braves in Atlanta in
the third inning of their game —
and that seemed fortunate for the
Phils when Towles homered again
to lead off the fourth, making it
3-1 Houston.
But the Phils punished Houston
starter Brian Moehler in the bot
tom of the inning. Howard hit a
run-scoring single, and another run
scored when Raul Ibanez reached
on a fielder's choice and throwing
error by Moehler. Jayson Werth and
Pedro Feliz added RBIs to make it
5-3 Phillies.
As Florida's lead increased to
5-0 over Atlanta, the Phillies pad
ded their own advantage in dy
namic fashion. Rollins and Shane
Victonno hit consecutive triples to
lead off the fifth, and Ibanez added
a sacrifice fly. Carlos Ruiz doubled
m the eighth Phillies run in the
sixth.
And perhaps appropriate for a
celebratory night, Ibanez showed
early-season form by knocking a
second-deck homer to right field
in the seventh with Ryan Howard
aboard, making it 10-3.

MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

The defending champions find themselves in the postseason again.
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continuedfrom page 16

concussion and brain issues —
all coming to a height in January
2007 when a doctor concluded
that former Eagles safety Andre
Waters committed suicide be
cause of his severe depression
caused by brain damage from
playing football — the NFL
promised to conduct research
into the matter.
But NFL spokesman Greg
Aiello told the Times that even
though the NFL approved this
study, it is subject to doubt be
cause the 1,063 retired players
used were surveyed by phone.
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
“Memory disorders affect
many people who never played Former Cowboys’ quarterback Troy Aikman suffered as many as 10
football or other sports,” Aiello concussions during his 12-year stint in the NFL.
told the Times. “We are trying to
Some say that’s the problem.
quarterback and former Cardinal
understand it as it relates to our
O ’Hara star Tom Savage missed
“
In
an
ideal
world,
any
kid
who
retired players.”
According to the Times, the plays a contact sport would have the last game against Maryland
study found that 6.1 percent of had a baseline test at some point with a head injury.
Penn State quarterback Daryll
ex-players age 50 and above said so we could compare,” Bradley
they had been diagnosed with said. “But obviously, that adds to Clark has sustained three concus
a dementia-related disease, five costs and with recessions, health sions in his football playing career,
times higher than the cited na care reform and all the other stuff the latest one coming last O cto
going on, it’s hard to bring up ber in a game at Ohio State. After
tional average of 1.2 percent
the Nittany Lions had a bye the
Those ex-players aged 30 through right now.”
Considering the results of the following Saturday, Clark played
49 reported a rate o f 1.9 percent,
study,
a parent might second guess in the team's next game against
or 19 times the national average of
letting his or her child play foot Iowa.
0.1 percent.
Clark acknowledged in the
“ It’s not an alarming sampling ball, Valdiserri said. But the prob
preseason
that he needed to avoid
lems
are
not
limited
to
just
one
or result,” said Ken Valdiserri,
taking hard hits at the quarterback
president of Gridiron Greats, an sport.
Moorestown’s Bridget Bianco, position.
organization that provides medi
one
of the top girls’ lacrosse goal
“ I’ve got to live to fight an
cal and financial assistance to for
mer NFL players. “You have to ies in the state, is not playing soc other down,” he said. “I have to
ask how would those guys who cer this fall because she has suf really watch it. Sometimes I have
responded to the survey respond fered multiple concussions — the to slide. Sometimes I have to step
to it while they were playing or most recent coming in a scrim out of bounds. You have to con
sider that to be durable through
soon after they played? You have mage before this season.
“You can’t mess with this stuff,” out the season.”
to take it with a grain o f salt.”
When thinking about the NFL
Ditka said the league is avert Moorestown girls’ soccer coach
ing the issue by waiting another Bill Mulvihill said. “As much as study, Ditka wonders about the
few years for its own doctor to I love to see her on the field, I dozens of living conclusions he
conduct a study of 120 retired am worried about her health as a has seen — the dementia that has
players. The conclusions, he says, person. She would help us abso overtaken so many former NFL
players. And the more studies that
lutely.”
will be the same.
are done, the more debate there is
In
college,
quarterbacks
are
es
Some doctors are not as con
vinced, but still alarmed by the pecially vulnerable. Florida’s Tim over the lack o f conclusions.
Tebow left Saturday’s game against
“That to me is just stupid,"
first NFL study.
Ditka
said. “You’re just running
Kentucky
with
a
concussion
af
“ It’s not definitive proof,” Brad
ter taking a vicious hit. Rutgers around doing nothing.”
ley said. "But it’s concerning.”
Valdiserri said the greater effect
of the study could come at the
youth levels o f football — where
awareness is only beginning to be
come popular and testing is lim
ited.
Bradley’s practice treats ath
letes from Conestoga, Radnor and
Penncrest High Schools. All ath
letes in contact sports are baseline
tested before the season, making it
easier to detect a concussion later
using the IMPACT testing.
Only 31 area schools in Penn
sylvania use the IMPACT test,
according to the company’s Web
site. The price for the testing sys
tem ranges from $500 to $1,00(1
per school annually.
A 1MAA spokeswoman said it
encourages its schools to follow
guidelines set by the National
Federation of High Schools for
concussion treatment. In foot
ball, a player cannot return to play
without a doctor’s note. But it is
up to the individual schools to
make judgments.
New Jersey has been more ag
gressive, having sponsored train
ing and workshops with the Brain
Injury Foundation o f New Jersey,
said Bob Baly, NJSIAA assistant
director.
“ We encourage baseline test
ing," Baly said. “We can’t tell a
school how to spend its money.”
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Mustangs face off against
unbeaten South Dakota State

NICK CAMACHO MUSTANG DAILY FILE PHOTO

Comerbatk Asa Jackson will be tested by an efficient SDSU offense led by quarterback Ryan Crawford, who boasts a
70 percent completion percentage. The Mustangs’ defense has tallied five interceptions this season.
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

Two top-20 FCS teams bat
tle on the gridiron as the No. 17
Mustangs host the No. 19Jackrabbits of South Dakota Sate at Alex

G. Spanos Stadium on Saturday.
The Jackrahhits (3-0) take their
undefeated record west, looking to
build on their best start as an Foot
ball Championship Subdivision
(formerly Division 1-AA) pro

gram. Cal Poly (1-2) holds hopes
of evening its record, facing its
first FCS opponent since a 38-19
opening day win over Sacramento
State.
Saturday night highlights the
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sixth game of the all-time series
between these teams with Cal
poly holding a 3-2 lead.
Last year, Cal Poly fought their
way to 10 sacks and 300 yards
rushing in a lopsided 42-28 vic
tory.
The Mustangs’ smash mouth
rushing game has been effective
in their first three games, includ
ing two Football Bowl Subdivi
sion (formerly Division 1-A) op
ponents, rumbling for 676 yards
and three touchdowns. Cal Poly’s
running backs have chalked up at
least 130 yards on the ground the
last two games.
The Jackrabbits’ offense has
had similar success, nearly walk
ing through defenses this season.
South Dakota State boasts two
receivers with more than 15 re
ceptions and 190 yards. Running
back Kyle Minett rushed for more
than 1000 yards last year and has
broken 100 all-purpose yards in
every game this year.
Quarterback Ryan Crawford
has thrown for 616 yards and has
completed 69.7 percent of his
passes while, Mustang quarterback
Tony Smith has completed 41.8
percent o f his passes to go along
with 365 yards — nearly half of
Crawford’s totals.
Smith has struggled against his
early opponents this year. The ju 
nior completed one pass for 12
yards against Ohio and didn't com
plete his first pass against San Jose
State until the second quarter.
Dominique Johnson, a UCLA
junior transfer, leads the wide outs
with 11 catches for 166 yards. No
other player on the roster has more
than two catches.
Defensively, Marty Mohamed
leads the team with 24 tackles.The
Mustangs hold opponents to 22
points a game.
The Jackrabbits enter Saturday
leading the FCS in three defensive
categories, including rush defense,
allowing 31.3 yards per game.
South Dakota State also has held
opponents to 7.7 points per game,
with the starting defense yet to
give up a touchdown.
Coming off two consecutive
loses, Cal Poly will be eager to
defeat its familiar foe in arguably
the toughest test o f the Mustangs'
young season.
Cal Polys second home game
will kick off at 6:05 Saturday
night.
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NFL study
shows link
between
concussions,
dementia
M att Gelb
THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER

PHILADELPHIA — Mike
Ditka says these are the times
he thinks most about Mick Tingelhoff, Pete Pihos, Joe Perry,
John Mackey, the late Jim Ringo
and dozens o f other former NFL
players who have suffered from
dementia or Alzheimer’s.
Ditka, long a passionate ad
vocate for the welfare o f former
NFL players suffering from in
juries sustained on the field de
cades ago, recently read the news
of a study commissioned by the
NFL. It indicated that memoryrelated diseases were diagnosed
in former players at a rate 19
times the rate for all men aged
30 through 49.
The Hall o f Fame player,
who went on to coach two NFl.
teams and is now a broadcaster
for ESPN, is angry that a study
commissioned by the NFL is now
being downplayed by a league
spokesman and other doctors.
“ Even some o f the so-called
experts are denying this report,”
Ditka said.‘“ There’s not enough
information; it’s too early to
jum p to conclusions.’T hat’s bull.
These studies have gone on for a
long, long time.”
But this study, as first repot ted in the New York Times on
Wednesday, is different from the
other studies because it was com
missioned by the NFL, which
has for so long attempted to dis
suade the connection between
concussions suffered on the field
and brain illnesses later in life for
former players.
W hether or not the findings
are supported by the league, the
NFL has taken steps in recent
years to prevent concussions. And
while the effect of the data may
not stop players from playing
professionally, the ramifications
for football at the collegiate, high
school and youth levels could be
significant.
Bradley Smith of Orthopedics
Specialists in Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
who treats athletes from three
high schools who suffer concus
sions, said: “I’m hoping that the
more we learn about it, hopeful
ly, our current high school and
college kids when they are NFL
players won't have this problem.
There won’t be quite the same
amount of dementia.”
The NFL study, conducted by
the University of Michigan’s In
stitute for Social Research, was
not peer-reviewed, which could
raise questions o f its validity.
But the findings fall in line with
what other, similar studies have
shown.
With raised scrutiny over
see Concussion, page 15

